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The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has chosen to make full use of its national stage and applause it at a local level, in an innovative way. The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) has chosen to make full use of its national stage and applause it at a local level,
in an innovative way. At an upcoming cultural show, titled 'Skeletons', the public will have the chance to participate in an open air, musical show focused on the world of space. The show will be performed on a satellite launched by ISRO. This is no ordinary scientific satellite. It

also happens to be the size of a house. To make the giant nanosat completely invisible and to give it the ability to dance, the ISRO team began practising just six weeks before its launch. They had to build special scenic backdrops, and even a stage to house the set of the show,
and to safely transport the'scenery' to the chosen location. At the site of the show, the team used an ad hoc set of artistic skills to construct the backdrops, and other landmarks. The first phase of the exercise was conducted on the specialising theme of'space travel'. Then came
the second stage, where they had to add the theme of 'gravity', and incorporate effects of this celestial phenomenon. The effect of gravity in space is the reason why, on Earth, down is up, and up is down. In space, gravity remains at the same direction. So, on Earth, you see the
stars, and are not aware of the floor beneath your feet; but you see the Earth, and it is the floor. Using specialised software, these optical technologies are used to form patterns or images on a screen. These are created to create a desired effect, such as flames, patterns, flames

and fireworks, among many others. The effectiveness of this display of creativity is such that a few minutes after the show has begun, the audience begins to experience vertigo. In an official press conference, ISRO's Director, Dr M Ann e79caf774b
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specific column. When you start filling out the data, the primary key will appear first. When the data is more full of items, it will appear after the primary key column. The most important thing to do is to always enter

values in the order that the database needs them. One of the things that the programming language can do is display that order automatically but it's up to you as the programmer to think about it. The database
engine will also help you keep track of the order in which things need to be entered. It's like a checklist. There will be a line drawn between the primary key and the first column which the data is filled into.
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Karakoram Highway One of the planet’s greatest mountain routes. In all it is six great passes in the Himalayas or the Karakoram, with its five highest mountains – Nanga Parbat (8,125m), K2 (7,849), Gasherbrum II

(8,027), Broad Peak (8,047) and Gasherbrum I (7,831) - as the focus. It is one of the planet’s greatest mountain routes. In all it is six great passes in the Himalayas or the Karakoram, with its five highest mountains –
Nanga Parbat (8,125m), K2 (7,849), Gasherbrum II (8,027), Broad Peak (8,047) and Gasherbrum I (7,831) - as the focus. It is one of the planet’s greatest mountain routes. The tale of this route is not simple. The first

stages of the popular Ama Dablam trek followed the usual beaten track; the climb over the Diamir (7,175m) to Tso Moriri, now no longer in use by the back-door route to China, is a brilliant six-day trek; then it is
directly over the
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